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Introduction

Rationale for these resources
The Saskatchewan Organic Directorate (SOD) has produced these materials to help middle
years learners explore the challenges and advantages of local food production , particularly
that which is embedded in a holistic view of human connection to and dependence on ecological systems (see Principles of Local, Organic Food in Saskatchewan). These resources,
three units, for middle years contextualize the benefits of local, organic foods within the larger
picture of sustainability principles and practices. The lessons within each of the three units
can be added to other units of study, adapted, changed, and / or used as catalysts for further
study, according to student interests, community needs, and available time.
Unit One introduces students to the connections between their food choices and their ecological foot prints, and making healthy choices.
Unit Two introduces the students to climate change and the need for individual and community
responses to help mitigate it.
Unit Three introduces students to living soils, building and growing and community action projects
Curriculum Goals Explored: Saskatchewan Ministry of Education
Among significant changes in Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Education curriculum renewal process are the introduction of outcomes and indicators of learning rather than the previous foundational and learning objectives, and also, the stronger focus on depth of understanding stemming from active study and learning.
Both the broad areas of learning and the cross-curricular competencies are reflected in these
resources which focus on the need for a sustainable supply of affordable, nourishing food for
all. Specific goals in Health, Science, and Social Studies are addressed as well as Career Education. There are opportunities to engage students in different English Language Arts contexts and themes.

Cross-curricular Competencies
Created in September of 2010
Can be found at the Ministry of Education web site.
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Required
Area of Study

Goals / learning contexts directly addressed

Health

goals: -Develop the understanding, skills, and confidences necessary to take action to improve
health.
-Make informed decisions based on health-related knowledge.
-Apply decisions that will improve personal health and/or the health of others.

Science

Social Studies

goals: -Understand the Nature of Science and STSE Interrelationships
-Develop Attitudes that Support Scientific Habits of Mind
-Construct Scientific Knowledge
-Develop Scientific and Technological Skills
goals: -Examine various worldviews about the use and distribution of resources and wealth in
relation to the needs of individuals, communities, nations, and the natural environment,
and contribute to sustainable development (RW).

Career Education goal: -Explore the connections between learning and work pathways and their connections
to community.
- Engage in inquiry to construct a personal life and work plan.
English Language goals: -comprehend and respond (CR), compose and create (CC) and assess and reflect (AR)
Arts
in a number of contexts including social, cultural and historical; environmental and
technological: and communicative

Middle Years Outcomes Explored—Unit 1
RAS= Required Area of Study
Social Studies = (SS), Science = (Sc), Health = (H), English Language Arts (ELA

Grade

Outcomes

Lesson title and Page

6

RW6.1 - Resources and Wealth (SS) Ecological Footprint: What is it? What is yours? What’s
so important about it? 7
RW6.2 - Resources and Wealth (SS) Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 12
Tracing the Footprint of Our Food 17

7

IE7.4 - Interactions Within Ecosystems (Sc)
USC 7.5 - Understanding, Skills and
Confidences (H)

Ecological Footprint: What is it? What is yours? What’s
so important about it? 7
Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home 36
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continued

grade

Outcomes
RW8.1 - Resources and Wealth
(SS)

RW8.2 - Resources and Wealth
(SS)

8

RW8.3 - Resources and Wealth
(SS)

USC 8.6 - Understanding, Skills
and Confidences (H)

AP 8.10 - Action Planning (H)

Lesson title and Page
Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 12 , 7
Tracing the Footprint of Our Food 17 , 7
What’s the story of imported foods? 24
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture 29
Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 12
Tracing the Footprint of Our Food 17
What’s the story of imported foods? 24
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture 29
Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?32
Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 12
Tracing the Footprint of Our Food 17
What’s the story of imported foods? 24
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture 29
Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 12
Tracing the Footprint of Our Food 17
What’s the story of imported foods? 24
Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture 29
Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?29
Ecological Footprint: What can we do? 13
What’s the story of imported foods? 23

CC8.2, CC8.3, CC8.6 - Compose
and Create (ELA)

9

other

USC9.5 - Understanding, Skills
and Confidences (H)

Sustainable Food Production: What’s the best choice?32
Canada’s Food Guide: Close to Home 36

Career Education- These resources help students explore work and critical issues around food
production, processing, procurement, preparation, marketing, selling, and being actively involved in
their communities. Due to these foci, outcomes regarding “Connections to Community” and “Life and
Work Plan” from each grade level can be considered.
English Language Arts - The resource can be used at all grades at all grades at the middle
Years level. Lessons provide numerous opportunities to explore meaningful topics and address
issues involving a sense of connection to others, a disposition of learning for life and of social agency.
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
IE7.4 Analyze how ecosystems change in response to natural and human influences, and propose actions to reduce
the impact of human behaviour on a specific ecosystem.

RW6.1 Examine and analyze factors that contribute to quality of life, including material and non-material factors.
RW6.2 Contribute to initiating and guiding change in local and global communities regarding environmental, social,
and economic sustainability.
RW8.1 Analyze the social and environmental consequences of living in the Canadian mixed market economy
based on consumerism.
CR6.1 View, listen to, read, comprehend, and respond to a variety of texts that address identity, social responsibility,
and efficacy.
CC7.1 View, listen to, read, comprehend, and respond to a variety of texts that address identity, social responsibility,
and efficacy. =english_language_arts_6.xml

Assessment
As students are discussing the key question in the closure, listen to their reasoning, noting scope and depth. When
groups have completed their reporting to the class, summarize their work, noting depth of thought and encouraging
further exploration.
Each question on the webquest is worth one mark. Total = 20 marks As students are discussing the key question in
the closure, listen to their reasoning, noting scope and depth. When groups have completed their reporting to the
class, summarize their work, noting depth of thought and encouraging further exploration.
Each question on the webquest is worth one mark. Total = 20 marks

Materials
- picture of the Earth, computer access, chalkboard,
PowerPoint slides set up for reporting
Royal Saskatchewan Museum
http://www.royalsaskmuseum.ca/gallery/life_sciences/footprint_mx_2005.swf
Earthday Network: Every Day For Everybody — Check the Foot print section
http://www.earthday.org/
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate— Foot print
http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/content/consumers
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Background
Our footprint represents the productive water and land that is required to support one human for the entirety of her/
his life. An ecological footprint measures the amount of resources we use and how much is left to sustain our lifestyles, as well as absorbing the waste that is produced. The categories of foods, goods & services, shelter and mobility are key considerations.

Learning event
Set:
Have a picture of picture of the Earth displayed and ask the class how they think we impact the Earth. What things
do humans do to harm the Earth and
what things do humans do to benefit the Earth? Record the students’ responses on the board.
Method:
Part 11.

Before the students arrive, go onto the Royal Saskatchewan Museum website and calculate your own Ecological
Footprint.

2.

Once you have finished discussing the set tell the students what your Ecological Footprint is.

3.

Inform the students that they are going to be calculating their own footprint. Before they calculate their footprint
they will be asked to investigate the Royal Saskatchewan Museum website. They will be asked to fill in the ‘web
quest’ sheet and then calculate their own footprint.

Part 2- Students will visit the Earth Day Network’s footprint calculator, create their own avatar (a cyberspace character), and assess the footprints of their homes.
Closure: When students have completed the above activities, have them, in small groups, discuss the question:
"What's so important about our ecological foot prints?", recording their conclusions on a PowerPoint slide. Have each
group report to the larger class.
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WebQuest Ecological Footprints
Instructions: Log onto your computer and go to the following site in your web browser..
http://www.royalsaskmuseum.ca/gallery/life_sciences/footprint_mx_2005.swf
Investigate ‘What is an Ecological Footprint’ and check your understanding of the topic by answering the
following questions:
1. What does your ecological footprint represent?
2. What does your footprint calculate?
3. How do some activities increase your ecological footprint?
Investigate ‘About this program’ and check your understanding of the topic by answering the following
questions:
1. What is the ecological footprint calculator based on?
2. Investigate the food icon: What does the food footprint estimate?
3. Investigate the goods and services icon: What does this include and why is it important?
4. Investigate the shelter icon: Why is it important to count the amount of space used?
5. Investigate the mobility icon: What type of transportation is included? What is emitted by the transportation
vehicles?
Now go back to the beginning page and select CALCULATE YOUR FOOTPRINT. As you work through the footprint calculation find answers to the following questions from the More Info icons on each page. The More Info
information changes as you work through the calculation so check it before answering the footprint question. The
question numbers match the page of the footprint calculation.
1. Compare the footprints of people who eat meat and those who don't. Because meats provide nutrients that
most people enjoy, how can we ensure the least possible negative impact?
2. Why will people who eat a lot of processed food have a larger footprint? Why does the use of pesticides and
synthetic fertilizers in food production increase the footprint of people who eat the food produced? What
quantity of greenhouse gasses will one transport truck send into the atmosphere in one food shipment?
3. What are two effective ways to reduce your goods and services footprint?
4. What would happen if you kept increasing the number of people who lived with you in your home?
5. Why are apartment buildings more energy efficient than single dwellings?
6. Why does riding a bus reduce your ecological footprint? How do you get to school?
7. How does car pooling reduce greenhouse gas output?
8. What is your ecological footprint? How does it compare to others in Canada?
9. Find the global population. If everyone had a footprint like yours, how many earths would we need to support
us?
Extension questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What changes would growing a garden at home instead of a lawn make to your footprint?
What impact would drinking water instead bottled beverages have?
What types of energy reduce environmental impacts, and in what ways?
.....
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WebQuest Ecological Footprints
potential answers

1.
2.
3.

UNIT 1-1-3

What does your ecological footprint represent? The land and water it takes to provide you with the things
you use and to absorb our wastes.
What does your footprint calculate? A measure of impact you have on the Earth.
How do some activities increase your ecological footprint? Release carbon in the form of greenhouse gasses, especially carbon dioxide.

Click on ‘About this program’. Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

What is the ecological footprint calculator based on? Choices we make based on food, goods & services,
shelter and mobility.
Investigate the food icon: What does the food footprint estimate? Amount of land and water used to raise
animals, including fish, and to grow crops.
Investigate the goods and services icon: What does this include and why is it important? Consumer goods,
from appliances to cleaning products, garbage disposal, water and sewage treatment, education, health
care, entertainment and other services. It is important because each person impacts the environment
every day.
Investigate the shelter icon: Why is it important to count the amount of space used? The size of the dwelling
impacts land development, and energy and resources are used to construct and operate buildings.
Investigate the mobility icon: What type of transportation is included? What is emitted by the transportation
vehicles? Riding a bike to flying. Greenhouse gasses.

Now go back to the beginning page and select CALCULATE YOUR FOOTPRINT. As you work through footprint calculation find answers to the following questions from the More Info icons on each page. The More Info information
changes as you work through the calculation so check it before answering the footprint question. The question numbers match the page of the footprint calculation.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Compare the footprints of people who eat meat and those who don’t. It only takes 40% of the resources to
produce the same amount of plant-based food as animal-based food. By eating smaller amounts of organically raised animals, we can reduce our impacts.
Why will people who eat a lot of processed food have a larger footprint? Because the food travels approx
2500 km before it lands on a plate. There are a lot of resources used in the packaging and processing of
these foods. Why does the use pesticides and synthetic fertilizers in food production increase the footprint of people who eat the food produced? They take a lot of energy to produce and apply. What quantity of greenhouse gasses will one transport truck send into the atmosphere in one food shipment? 5
tones
What are two effective ways to reduce your goods and services footprint? Composting and recycling
What would happen if you kept increasing the number of people who lived with you in your home? The resulting population would increase our overall footprint, leaving fewer resources per person.
Why are apartment buildings more energy efficient than single dwellings? Their shared walls tend to decrease the surface area exposed to heat and cold.
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6.

7.
8.
9.

Why does riding a bus reduce your ecological footprint? How do you get to school? One city bus can carry
40 persons. If these people ride the bus rather than driving alone, greenhouse gas emissions are
reduced by about 50 tonnes per year.
How does car pooling reduce greenhouse gas output? The resources that go into the roads and
vehicles are shared by all passengers.
What is your ecological footprint? How does it compare to others in Canada?
Find the global population. If everyone had a footprint like yours, how many earths would we need to support
us?

Ecological Footprint: How do we compare?
World map of countries shaded according to their ecological footprint in 2006 (published on 25 November 2009 by the Global Footprint Network). It is measured by the amount of global hectares that are affected by humans per capita of the country. Lighter shades denote countries with a lower ecological
footprint per capita and darker shaded for countries with a higher ecological footprint per capita. The
total ecological footprint (global hectares affected by humans) is measured as a total of six factors:
cropland footprint, grazing footprint, forest footprint, fishing ground footprint, carbon footprint and builtup land.

source– Wikimedia Commons
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
RW6.2 Contribute to initiating and guiding change in local and global communities regarding environmental, social,
and economic sustainability.
RW8.1 Analyze the social and environmental consequences of living in the Canadian mixed market economy based
on consumerism.
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC 8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding
of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
AP 8.10 Design, implement, and evaluate three seven-day action plans that establish multiple supports for responsible health action related to ...sustainability...
CR 6.1 and CC8.1 Create various visual, multimedia, oral, and written texts
that explore, Identify, social responsibility, and efficacy

Assessment
Have students reflect in writing on: 1) the question "What can we do?", 2)
the ways the class and their activities helped to answer the question, 3) how
they feel about their action plans, and 4) if there are other important questions
Respond to these individually.

Materials
- ecological footprint information from previous lesson
- Green Tips from Earthday Network (attached)
- benefits chart (attached)
- chalkboard
Resources
Royal Saskatchewan Museum
http://www.royalsaskmuseum.ca/gallery/life_sciences/footprint_mx_2005.swf
Earthday Network: Every Day For Everybody
http://www.earthday.org/
Saskatchewan Eco-Network
http://www.econet.sk.ca/eco-ed/student_resources.html
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Background
This activity is designed to induce creative thinking regarding what can be done about our ecological footprints. The
students have calculated their footprints and are aware of how many earths would be needed to sustain their way of
living. We are all capable of reducing our ecological footprint; however it does require a conscious effort.

Learning event
Set:
Ask the students to hand in their Ecological Footprints and calculate a class average.
While you are calculating, have the students discuss the significance of the results, for themselves and future generations.

Method:
1. Have the students prepare a chart that will track their (or their family's) current ecological footprint (included).
The students will keep track of their day to day activities to see if they can reduce their ecological footprint. Their
activities should be tracked for one month. At the end of the month, each student will re-calculate their footprint
and place it beside the current footprint. Keep this activity going for the entirety of the unit; then expand it to the
remainder of the school year.
2. Brainstorm ways in which the students may take action to reduce their ecological footprint. What can they do as
individuals? What can they do with their families? What can you do as a classroom community? What can you
do as a school community? Record responses on ‘board.
3. Compare and contrast students’ ideas with the ‘green tips’ presented by the Earth Day Network, attached on
page 17. What further ideas can be added? Did students have ideas not included in the Green Tips?
4. Divide the class into 5 groups. Tell them that now they will determine some of the direct benefits to people that
lessening ecological footprints can accomplish.. Give each group a chart paper and have them examine points
from the green tips and fill in the chart on the last page of this lesson.
5. Have the groups share their findings with the class and post them in the room as reminders that lessening
footprints doesn’t mean lessening enjoyment of life.
6. Expand on the students’ ideas and begin to take action as a classroom community. examples:
- walking or biking to school (if possible)
- reducing consumption of materials
- reusing and recycling as much as possible
- unplugging any technology when not in use
7. Have each student create a personal or family action commitment to make a difference. They can use their
chart (step one) to track their actions.
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Make a difference! Commit to action! Challenge your self and your friends!

_______________

for the week of

When you achieve these, try three more. Educate your family and friends!

3.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

1.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Write down three things you will do, beginning today, to make a difference this week. See if you can discover how big a difference the class
can make if each person does three things, beginning today!

__________________

name

contents
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Earthday Network: Green Tips
http://www.earthday.net/

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Replace inefficient incandescent light bulbs with efficient, Energy Star-approved CFLs or LEDs ’ reduce your
carbon footprint by 450 pounds a year.
Car pool, use public transportation or drive a fuel efficient car ’ reduce your carbon footprint by 1 pound for
every mile you do not drive.
Conserve paper by using both sides of a page in your notebooks. Buy 100% post consumer recycled paper.
Organize to have healthy food served in your school district and reduce the availability of junk food, sodas,
and other unhealthy options.
Convince your school district or office building to choose reusable utensils, trays, and dishes in the cafeteria.
Collect used printer, fax, and copier cartridges to recycle.
Inquire about non-toxic cleaning products and buy them for your house. They clean as well ‘or better ’ as the
toxic kind!
Organize a neighborhood tree planting ’ trees absorb CO2 and provide a home for wildlife.
Keep your tires properly inflated and get better gas mileage ’ reduce your carbon footprint 20 pounds for each
gallon of gas saved.
Change your car's air filter regularly.
Move your thermostat down two degrees in winter and up two degrees in the summer ’ reduce your carbon
footprint by 2,000 pounds
Use a low-flow showerhead because the less water you use, the less energy required to heat the water ’ reduce your carbon footprint 350 pounds a year
Buy local products with less packaging and recycle paper, plastic and glass ’ reduce your garbage by 10%
and your carbon footprint by 1,200 pounds a year.
Buy local organic food because the chemicals used in modern agriculture pollute the water supply, and require energy to produce.
Teleconference instead of traveling. For must-go trips, keep track of the miles driven and flown and buy
"carbon offsets’.
Convince teachers to include the environment in their lesson plans. Get environmental curriculum at
www.earthday.net.
Lobby your school board to incorporate green building practices.
On Earth Day, venture to a park, fly a kite, ride a bicycle, clean-up trash at a local stream or nature setting.
Make a Tire Swing. Have any old tires lying around? Objects that were destined for the garbage can be reused for entertainment.
Use organic-cotton bags - or ones made of any other sustainable fabric like hemp ’ for your shopping.
Pay your bills online. If every adult in the did this, we’d save a lot of carbon capturing trees.
Run your dishwasher or washing machine only when they are full, and buy Energy-star appliances when it's
time to renovate. Your pocket will notice!
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. Living by the 3 ‘R’s’ of environmentalism are the easiest, fastest ’ and cheapest! ’
way to go green.
Stop your junk mail! How many unwanted catalogs and commercial letters do you get every get? Sign up for a
"mail preference service" to reduce the amount of unnecessary mail and save tons of paper every year!
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From the Earthday Network's green tips, choose five that your group feels directly benefits
people and the earth. Fill the chart with the information your group discusses.
Green tip
number

Green tip

Benefits to

Benefits to people

Earth
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
RW6.2 Contribute to initiating and guiding change in local and global communities regarding environmental, social,
and economic sustainability.
RW8.1 Analyze the social and environmental consequences of living in the Canadian mixed market economy
based on consumerism.
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding
of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CC8.1 Create various visual, oral, written, and multimedia (including digital) texts that explore identify (e.g., Telling
One’s Life Story), social responsibility (e.g., Examining the influence of Popular Culture), and efficacy (e.g., Creating Turning Points).

Assessment
Have students assess the results of the class activities (world map tracing foods, tomato game and energy webs) in
terms of:



benefits and issues related to imported and locally produced foods in relation to the pillars of sustainable development: economy, environment and community.



areas of further information need and possible sources

Use the chart provided at the end of this lesson.

Materials
- Green Tips from Earthday Network
- The travelling Tomato Game (attached)
- world map
- popular food items with place of origin cards
- chart at the end of this lesson

Fact: In a largely agricultural province,
80-90% of the food Saskatchewan
produces is exported and 80-90% of
what we consume is imported.

Resources
‘The Traveling Tomato Game’ reprinted with permission of Falls Brook Centre of New Brunswick
http://www.fallsbrookcentre.ca/

Background
This lesson focuses on the footprint of food production, packaging, transportation, and consumption. Students will
explore the elements that constitute the ecological footprint for food.
Most food that they see at the beginning of the lesson is mass produced in huge fields, by huge companies in far off
places. Often chemicals are applied to control pests, to apply nutrients to poor soils, to help ensure that the food is
uniform looking, and to help ensure that food can be transported great distances. Foods such as tomatoes are picked
before they ripen so that they can be shipped before they spoil. Foods such as bananas are sprayed with an insecticide so that insects are not transported along with the food. Food is transported and imported in large quantities by
other large companies. Because of this volume of food, when it gets to the store, it often costs less than food grown
locally and organically, although its quality and flavour may be not as good, and often is not.
17
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Learning Event
Set:
Fact: In a largely agricultural province, 80-90% of the food Saskatchewan produces is exported and 80-90%
of what we consume is imported.
1. Have on display examples of popular foods on front desk for all to see (1-2 items for each two students). Each
food item has an accompanying card identifying its country of origin. As well, put a world map on board.
2. Put the above fact on the board and ask students to write down their response, TRUE or FALSE. Survey their
responses. Did they know? Are they surprised?
3. Tell students that the rest of this unit will focus on this fact and that they as students can use what they learn to
help correct the imbalance suggested by this fact, and to discover sources for the best food available in our
province.
Method:
1. Have students examine the ‘green tips’ from the previous lesson and their own generated ideas and determine
which factors connect directly or indirectly with food production, transportation and consumption (e.g. transportation, processing of food, cloth shopping bags, buying local products to avoid over packaging, etc.). Explain that
all factors contribute to the ecological footprints of food.
2. Then, do one example. Have pairs of students:



choose 1 or 2 food items from the front desk



using the information on the food's name card, attach the name card on the country on the world map



place a string from the country to your community in Saskatchewan



determine the distance the food travels from source to store

The distance the food item travels is one part of its ecological footprint. Have students list other factors of the food
item's footprint, e.g. how it is grown, packaging, inks, preservatives, and so on.
3.

Do "The Traveling Tomato Game" (included on the next page) and after the discussion, have students create an
energy web, as in the example provided on page 22, for the imported tomato and the locally grown organic tomato. Encourage them to generate as many energy inputs that they can for each. Then compare and contrast
their webs.
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The Traveling Tomato Game

Description
In this activity, your class will enact two short skits of a tomato's journey through the global food system. During the
first enactment, students will follow the
steps of a tomato grown in Mexico, and
eventually sold to a consumer in Saskatchewan. The second skit will follow the journey of a tomato grown and sold within
“The impacts of climate change and the rapid
Saskatchewan. Photocopy and cut out the
materials needed on the next two pages.
depletion of fossil fuels clearly indicate that we
Objective
To energize and excite the students, while
introducing the idea that our food travels
great distances from the earth's floor to the
retail store. Also to explore the problems
associated with importing food from far
away, and to give the students an understanding of how their personal choices
have a global and environmental impact.

need to de-carbonize our food system now.
Reducing global food miles is a good place for
local communities to start this transition.”
- Christiana Miewald, Centre for Sustainable
Community Development, SFU

Part One
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Keep the class seated at their desks. Pass out the first three role cards of ‘Part One’ to three students at the
front of the class (or what will be the beginning of the tomato journey). Give the last three role cards to three
students at the back of the class (or what will be the end of the tomato journey). All students in the middle will be
transporters.
The student with the ‘Mexican Farmer’ role card is the first person in the tomato journey. This person gets the
green tomato cut-out, and follows the directions on the card, and reads their script.
The ‘Mexican Farmer’ will pass the tomato to the holder of card #2, the ‘Company Owner’. After following the
steps on the card, they will pass the tomato to the holder of card #3-The Truck Driver.
This ‘Truck Driver’ gets the tomato, and begins passing the green tomato to the student beside them. Each student should be passed the tomato once. Make it known that every time the tomato is passed from each ‘Trucker’
the student passing the tomato must say that the tomato has traveled 100 kilometers more, adding as they go.
Tell the students that they must say the distance of the tomato when it reaches them (i.e.100km, pass tomato,
200km, pass tomato, 300km etc).
Keep passing the green tomato up and down the rows until it reaches the ‘Warehouse Owner’. This student
takes the tomato, stands up, and puts the tomato on a desk at the front of the classroom and follows the directions on their card. This is when the teacher exchanges the green tomato with a red one.
‘Warehouse Owner’ passes red tomato to ‘Grocery Store Owner' who in turn "sells" it to the consumer.

Part Two
Do the exercises again, however, there are only two roles to fill. The ‘Local Organic Farmer’ begins the exercise with
a red tomato. Part two is short because the Farmer lives very close to the grocery store and sells directly to the grocery store owner. The farmer also only picks his tomatoes when they are ripe for harvest.



Local Organic Farmer begins with the red tomato and reads their script.



The Farmer passes the tomato to the ‘Consumer,’ and they read their script.
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A taste test would be great if the class does this exercise when local, organic tomatoes are available!

Questions/Points of Discussion



If the students are not familiar with how far away Mexico is, show them on a large map or the globe.



Ask the class which of the two production systems seems healthier for the environment? Why?



Explain that if they were to buy local organic produce it would only travel around 100-200km, and the exchange
would happen directly between the local farmer and the consumer.



Why are food costs so low, and why do grocery stores most often choose to import their produce?



When might food grown in far away places be more environmentally responsible (e.g. tomatoes in winter)? How
can we learn more about that?



Ask the class if they've been to a local farmer's market? What did they see and/ or buy?

Extension ideas



Have students generate ideas about how to find supplies closer to home (e.g. their own gardens, community
gardens, supporting producers, and so on) Check out the Food Miles Website for Saskatchewan.
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PART ONE
#1 Mexican farmer (Carlos)
“Look at all these green tomatoes I have
to pick today. They’re not ripe yet, but I
have to pick them anyway. But first I need
to spray them with pesticides to keep the
bugs away. “
PASS TO STUDENT WITH CARD #2

#2 Boss (Juan)
“hank you for the tomatoes Carlos. Keep
working hard, we have lots of deliveries to
make. We must get the tomatoes to the company warehouses. These tomatoes have to be in Canada by next
week.”
PASS TO STUDENT WITH CARD #3

#3 Truck Driver (Mark)
“It’s a long drive to Canada. These tomatoes
have thousands of kilometres to travel. Every truck must
be refridgerated.”
PASS TO STUDENTS WITH NO CARDS
(OTHER TRUCK DRIVERS)

#4 Warehouse Owner (Jim)
“These tomatoes are still green. Before I
can deliver them I need to gas them for 24
hours to help them ripen. Then, I need to package many
of them in individual plastic and cardboard containers
before our trucks take them to the stores"
PASS TO STUDENT WITH CARD #5

#5 Grocery Store Owner
“Wow, these tomatoes have traveled more
than I have! It seems strange to buy a
product from far away that we could have
grown in our own country.”
PASS TO STUDENT WITH CARD #6

#6 Consumer
“Here I am in the grocery store. I need
to find some tomatoes to make spaghetti
sauce. Here’s one...it’s kind of hard, and
from far away...but it’s the only tomato
available.”
END

PART TWO
#1 Local Organic Farmer (Sylvia)
‘I’ve been taking care of this tomato since
I planted it in the spring. Now it’s red and
ripe to pick. Tomorrow I’ll take it to the
local market and sell it to someone from
the community.’
PASS TO STUDENT WITH CARD #2

#2 Consumer
‘I love coming to the farmer’s market...look
at all this beautiful produce! I also get to
see friends, and meet new people from the
community. Hi Sylvia, your tomatoes look
great, I think I’ll buy some for lunch.’
END
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Instructions: Like the example provided below, create two energy food webs, one for a locally
grown tomato and one for an imported tomato. Compare and contrast the webs. What does
the web illustrate about the cost of the tomato?
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Assessing Class Results and Comparing Imported and Locally Grown Foods
NOTE: As you fill out this form, note any areas that require further information.
category

imported

locally produced

more information
needed
and possible sources

benefits
environment

benefits
economy

benefits
community

issues
environment

issues
economy

issues
community

other?
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Outcomes (Unit One –outcomes)
RW8.1 Analyze the social and environmental consequences of living in the Canadian mixed market economy based
on consumerism.
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices.
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of
its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CC8.1, CC8.2, CC8.3, CC8.6 - goal: Compose and Create—English Language Arts (ELA) See link for descriptors

Assessment
1.
2.
3.

The oral presentation rubric is listed below. Total obtainable marks = 16
Student discussions - Were they surprised with their discoveries? Did the activity promote interest/ action among
students? What more could be done?
Teacher assessment of ELA strategies for the creating process.

Materials
3-5 fruits (with labels)
3-5 vegetables (with labels)
Chalk board
Internet Access
World map
City map
PowerPoint or poster presentation materials

Resources
Food Miles: Growing Local Food Connections- grades K-8, at:
http://www.fallsbrookcentre.ca/foodmiles/docs/Food%20Miles%20Module.pdf
with permission from Falls Brook Centre, New Brunswick
Food Miles: Locally grown and Organic sources in Saskatchewan:
http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/content/consumers

Background
Food is continually imported and exported among countries. By the time the produce that we see in our grocery
stores has traveled from field to feast it has traveled a great distance. The transportation of food has an impact on
our environment, leading to an increase in the production of greenhouse gasses.
This activity requires students to do research on a variety of fruits and vegetables, becoming more aware of the factors involved in transporting food.
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Learning Event
Set:
Place a variety of fruits and vegetables
on a table in the front of the classroom.
Method:
1. Hold up each item and ask the students where they think each
came from. Write students’ answers on the board in chart form
(there may be more than one answer for each fruit or vegetable; write all answers on the board).
2. Have students examine the stickers on each fruit and vegetable
to determine the items country of origin.
3. Have students determine the straight line distance from the
country of origin of the fruit and vegetable to your city or town
from the world map. (Google maps works great).
4. Discuss the way in which each item may have traveled to the
store (plane / train / truck).
5. Place the students into groups. Assign each group a fruit or
vegetable to research. Each group will be asked to orally present their research to the class. This activity should take one
day for research and one day for presentations.
6. Have students use the Internet to research the following:



the length of the journey for each fruit or vegetable to your city or town, assuming that shipment is along major
routes. The transport distance will be different than the straight line distance previously identified.



the different vehicles that the produce travels on during its journey.



an estimate of the greenhouse gas emissions for every kg of the fruit or vegetable for each mode of transport
during the journey (see calculator attached on the next page).



Is the fruit or vegetable produced in Saskatchewan?



What, if any, chemicals or radiation are used on the produce before, during, or after transportation?



What conclusions can you draw from this research in terms of the impacts of our consumerism and how individual consumer choices connect to environmental stewardship.
Providing a copy of the attached rubric, have students prepare a presentation for PowerPoint or poster
based on their research. As each group presents, have opportunities for questions and answers.

7.

Alternative method:
1. Students may visit their local grocery stores, locate the assigned fruit or vegetable and ask the produce manager:



where the food comes from?



who the supplier is and why they buy from them?



how it is transported?
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what volume the store purchases in one shipment of that product



if there are local or regional sources of the same item that could be sold?
It would be great to have several stores visited. If students cannot find answers to their questions regarding source
and transport, have them contact the supplier (e.g. Sysco) to determine the answers to their questions. In class, students can compare and contrast their findings, noting the stores that would consider local and regional alternatives
to the foods from a distance.
2.

Have students calculate the greenhouse gas emissions for one
kilogram of their assigned product .If the manager did not know how the
product was transported, have students decide on the most likely
method, or calculate several transport methods.

3.

After students have determined the emissions for one kilogram, have them calculate the emissions for the volume purchased in one shipment, based on the manager’s statement in number 1 above.

4.

Determine which methods of transport are the best choices.

5.

Have students use the Internet to locate further information about growing practices, concerns, benefits, etc. of t
the assigned fruit or vegetable.

6.

Have students determine the conclusions they can draw from this research in terms of the impacts of consumerism and how individual consumer choices in relation to food connect to environmental stewardship.

7.

Have students present their research in class and assess using the rubric attached. As each group presents,
have opportunities for questions and answers.

Discussion and further research
1. Debrief the above activities by having students reflect on what they are learning about food and its ecological
impact.
2. Have students examine the greenhouse gas emissions and determine the modes of transport that have the
smallest ecological footprint, and list foods that already use those modes.
3. Have students generate ideas to reduce the ecological footprints of foods we consume and determine how they
might commit to acting on these ideas (e.g. not buying imported as much, growing own, and so on).
4. Determine local, organic alternatives to assigned produce. For example, what locally available fruits provide
vitamin C or other nutrients that we get from imported produce?
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Food Miles Calculator
(with permission from Falls Brook Centre, New Brunswick)
Transporting food long distances guzzles fossil fuels and emits greenhouse gases that contribute
to climate change. We challenge you to do the math and figure approximately how many greenhouse gas emissions
are
produced as your food travels to make it to your plate.
Here are four simple steps to calculate the environmental impact of your food miles.
1. Check the label- where did your product come from?
2. Look it up on the chart- how many kilometers did your food travel from its origin to
your house (use the distance chart)?
3. Which method of transportation did your food use to get here? Plane, boat, train, truck?
4. Now you are ready to do the calculations:
Km traveled multiplied by Green House Gas (GHG) emissions (see table below)

Grams of GHG emissions
per km
traveled for each kg of
food
PLANE -1.1010
BOAT- 0.1303
TRAIN - 0.0212
TRUCK - 0.2699
(Environment Canada
2002)For example:
If a kilogram of tomatoes from Mexico travels 4200 km to reach the consumer and it travels
by truck we multiply the distance traveled by 0.2699.
1 kg x 4200 km x 0.2699 = 1129.8 grams of GHG emissions
That means that 1.1298 kg of GHGs are emitted to the atmosphere, more than the weight of the product itself.

NOTE:
See Unit 2 for more information and activities concerning Green House Gases
and emissions
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Presentation Rubric
name(s)_____________topic_____________ date________

criteria

1

2

3

4

Audience cannot
understand presentation because
there is no
sequence of
information.

Audience has difficulty following
presentation because presenters
jump around.

Students present
information in logical sequence
which audience
can follow.

Students present
information in logical, interesting
sequence which
audience can follow.

Students do not
have grasp of information; students
cannot answer
questions about
subject.

Students are uncomfortable with
information and are
able to answer only
rudimentary questions.

Students are at
ease with expected
answers to all
questions, but fail
to elaborate at
times.

Students demonstrate full
knowledge (more
than required) by
answering all class
questions with explanations and
elaboration.

conclusions
linking
food procurement
and consumption
to
stewardship

Students have not
clearly thought
about the connection between food
procurement and
consumption and
environmental
stewardship and
have no clear conclusion

Students demonstrate an understanding that consumer behaviours
in relation to food
connect to environmental concerns
but do not give
clear and concise
reasoning.

Students provide
an argument connecting consumerism in relation to
food with environmental stewardship
providing clear
reasoning.

Students have
arrived at clear,
concise conclusions that are well
stated and supported with examples.

visuals

Students use superfluous graphics
or no graphics

organization
of oral
presentation

evidence of
research
and
comprehension

Students use
Students’ graphics
graphics but do not relate to text and
support text and
presentation.
presentation.
Visuals have errors
Visuals are tidy
and/or are untidy,
Some attempt was and clearly connect
hurriedly prepared. made to organize
to the presentation
the visuals.
topic.

Students’ graphics
explain and reinforce text and
presentation.
Visuals are engaging and well done
with care and attention to detail.

TOTAL

NOTE: This assessment can be completed by peers and/or teacher .
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
RW8.1 Analyze the social and environmental consequences of living in the Canadian mixed market economy based
on consumerism.
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices
RW8.3 Critique the approaches of Canada and Canadians to environmental stewardship and sustainability.
USC8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding of
its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.
CC8.1 and CC8.5 Create and present a variety of visual and multimedia presentations including an illustrated report, a role play that ends with a tableau, a dramatization, presentation software, a newscast with adequate detail,
clarity, and organization to explain , to persuade , and to entertain (e.g., a humourous incident).

Assessment
Peer assess Task 2. Each of the six requirements
be awarded 5 marks, along a continuum.
5= the WOW factor (surprising!)
4= well done
3= average
2= weak
1= poor
Record key points of student reflections.

will

Materials
A variety of travel brochures
Posters for festivals
Brochure of your community
Saskatchewan Tourism websites:
http://www.sasktourism.com/
http://www.northern.sask.info/
http://www.southwest.sask.info/
http://www.westcentral.sask.info/
http://www.southeast.sask.info/

Background
The food that we see in our local grocery stores has often traveled a great distance from field to table. We often see
beef in our grocery stores that was raised in Saskatchewan, shipped to Alberta for processing and then shipped back
to Saskatchewan for consumption. This impacts the environment and also our communities and economies because
the work of processing and the income earned is done elsewhere, minimizing the economic benefits in our communities to the local transportation and retail businesses.
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Learning Event
Set:
Put on board lesson title "Food Miles: Only One Part of the Picture". Tell students that they will explore this statement. Gather local travel brochures and festival posters from travel agents or tourist visitor centers. Distribute the
literature to the students and ask them to analyze the brochures and posters and discuss what they have in common.
Then compare brochures or posters from your community. Arrive at the conclusion that brochures and posters try to
entice people to visit, and to sample what the region has to offer, and present information in a positive light.
Method:
Tell the students that they will have, in small teams, the task to explore two alternatives for a culinary arts festival in
2050. The festival will have chefs preparing foods that people can sample and enjoy. They may want to examine
how such events are presented in websites to give them ideas.
Task One
Work in teams of 3 or 4 to create a poster for a culinary arts festival in 2050. The poster will describe the features
visitors can expect if we keep with the current trend of purchasing 80-90% of our foods that travel an average distance of 2400 km to our communities.
In this poster the students should include:



a description of foods, their qualities and how quality is ensured



how the festival contributes to the region’s economy, its people, and its environment



what makes the festival unique in the province and the country



how visitors to the festival will benefit



why they will wish to return the next year to the festival



an attractive, eye-catching presentation that includes graphics (fonts, photos, drawings, etc.)

Task Two
In the same teams of 3 or 4 create another poster for a culinary arts festival in 2050, describing the features visitors
can expect if we change current policies and habits, by 2050, to ensure that 80-90% of what we consume is from
local, organic sources. In this poster the students should include the same categories as before:



a description of foods, their qualities and how quality is ensured



how the festival contributes to the region’s economy, its people, and its environment



what makes the festival unique in the province and the country



how visitors to the festival will benefit



why they will wish to return the next year to the festival



an attractive, eye-catching presentation that includes graphics (fonts, photos, drawings, etc.)
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Presentation and Discussion
1. Have the board divided into the two categories.
2. Have students present their posters to the class and place in under the appropriate category on the board.
When all have finished, ask students to reflect on the challenges they had doing the assignment, and how the
two tasks, differing only in how food is sourced, compare and contrast as to challenges and key learning that
emerges, both in terms of the tasks themselves and also in terms the value of food sourcing.
3. Re-direct students to the lesson title, have them reflect on its validity and create a web that describes other parts
of the picture, as a closing activity as a class.
4. As students are debriefing, summarize their comments on the board.
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
RW8.2 Assess the implications of personal consumer choices
USC 8.6 Examine and assess the concept of sustainability from many perspectives, and develop an understanding
of its implications for the well-being of self, others, and the environment.

USC9.5 Evaluate a variety of healthy food policies and plan to participate in the development, revision, and/or implementation of a healthy food policy (e.g., fundraising, feasts, canteen sales, extra-curricular events) in the community (e.g., home, school, arena, youth center).

Assessment
After students have arrived at “the best choice” and have compared with their original hypotheses, have them create
an action plan (or add to one they have already developed) to contribute to sustainable food production as a consumer and/ or advocate. Then, have them self-assess the process of comparison, their research to corroborate their tentative conclusions, and their post–research actions.

Materials


access to computer lab, chart (attached)

Beyond Factory Farming, "Industrial vs. Family
Farms Comparison"
http://beyondfactoryfarming.org
International Federation of Organic Agricultural
Movements (IFOAM), "The Principles of
Organic Agriculture"
http://www.ifoam.org/about_ifoam/principles/index.html

“The U.S. agricultural industry can now
produce unlimited quantities of meat and grains
at remarkably cheap prices. But it does so at a
high cost to the environment, animals and
humans."
Time Magazine, August 21, 2009

Walsh, Bryan, "Getting Real About the High
Price of Cheap Food", Time, August 21, 2009.
Time Inc. - Alternately, type the title in a search engine..

Background
This lesson encourages students to assess and compare industrial agriculture with local organic production, arrive at
a tentative conclusion regarding the merits of each regarding sustainability, to corroborate their findings with additional research, and to use their findings to contribute to appropriate changes in their family and community lives.

Learning Event
Set:
1. Put the following question up for all to see.
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What is the best way to feed the world’s people:



large industrial farms that produce cheap, abundant products, or



abundant organic farms that produce food for local markets at higher prices?

2.

Have students hypothesize which choice would be sustainable for world hunger and why. As they are responding, record their answers for all to see in a chart form.
industrial farm

3.

local, organic farm

Tell students that they will revisit their hypotheses at the end of this lesson to determine if they view things differently or not.

Method:
Have students work in small groups.
1.

Tell students that they are to test their hypotheses by researching the benefits and issues related to the two
types of farming, and also to assess other alternatives that they may encounter or with which they are already
familiar.

2.

Provide the attached form to fill out and the links under “Materials” to students as places to begin this assignment.
As they proceed, have them look for sources that either corroborate or refute claims, to assess credibility.
When they have completed the tasks, have them look at their original reasoning and determine the degree to
which it has been modified, and how. What conclusion do they have regarding sustainable food production?
Have groups generate ideas about how to affect or contribute to sustainable food production, based on their
research findings and conclusions.
To conclude, have individual students self– assess how their thinking was modified and how they can act on this
new information in their community.

3.
4.
5.
6.

a combination of local organic and industrial farming
NOTE: This lesson, as do others, requires skills in accessing and assessing Internet sources for points of view and
hidden agendas. Thus, the lesson will provide a good opportunity to explore Information and Communication skills for
middle years’ students. The link attached here is a publication offering valuable information on the skills which are
expected of students.
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The Principles of Organic Agriculture
created by the International Federation of Organic Agriculture (IFOAM)
Locate a detailed explanation of the principles in a PDF file at:
http://www.ifoam.org/organic_facts/principles/pdfs/IFOAM_FS_Principles_forWebsite.pdf

principle of

health
principle of

ecology

Agriculture is one of humankind’s
most basic activities because all
people need to nourish themselves
daily. History, culture and
community values are embedded
in agriculture. The Principles apply
to agriculture in the broadest
sense, including the way people
tend soils, water, plants and
animals in order to produce,
prepare and distribute food and
other goods. They concern the way
people interact with living
landscapes, relate to one
another and shape the legacy
of future generations.

principle of

fairness

principle of

care
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organic production
local markets

other choices
of production

other

issues

benefits

industrial
production
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Outcomes (Unit One - outcomes)
USC 7.5 Evaluate personal food choices and needs by applying accurate and current nutritional knowledge
USC 9.5 Evaluate a variety of healthy food policies and plan to participate in the development, revision, and/or implementation of a healthy food policy (e.g., fundraising, feasts, canteen sales, extra-curricular events) in the community (e.g., home, school, arena, youth center)

Assessment
Have students:
1.

Record students' perspectives on healthy eating, the procurement of affordable Saskatchewan foods, and their
efforts to affect food policy decisions.

2.

Create a personal action plan for healthy eating (form attached), based on what they have learned about available Saskatchewan foods and the needs of youth their age.

Materials
Chicken Cacciatore recipe (included)
Saskatchewan Food Resources:
Local Food - LoFo
http://lofo.uregina.ca
Home for Dinner - Amy Jo Ehman's blog
Saskatchewan/ Alberta Directory
www.organicfarmdirectory.ca
Eat Well Guide
http://www.eatwellguide.org
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate's Food Miles Campaign
http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/content/8-reasons-buyorganic-and-sustainably-produced-products
Canada Food Guide: download from
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/food-guide-aliment/index-eng.php
Action Plan Template for Healthy Eatingfrom Saskatchewan Ministry of Education Health
Curriculum - middle years - last page of this lesson plan

Background
This lesson challenges students to research foods produced in Saskatchewan and build a healthy eating plan for
three days using, as much as possible, foods from their local areas. They will then be asked to apply what they
have learned to petition for a healthy food policy in their school or other institution.
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Learning Event
Set:
Share Amy Jo Ehman’s recipe for Chicken Cacciatore with the class. Explain that Amy Jo is a Saskatchewan resident who has devoted a lot of energy to finding ways to use Saskatchewan foods. Discuss the environmental and
economic benefits to Saskatchewan such an approach could provide.
Alternately, create a simple hamburger soup, using
Saskatchewan sources of organic produce and beef.
Method:
Part 1: Canada Food Guide
1.

Download the Canada Food Guide (web address noted in materials), or have students access the information
online and review:



food groups and what they contain



the recommended amounts from each group for youth of their age and gender

2.

Have them look at Ehman's recipe and/or hamburger soup and determine how it / they contributes to the daily
needs of a teenager as described in Canada's Food Guide.

3.

Have students write the information down for use in Part 2.

Part 2: Create a menu based on the Canada Food Guide and local sources of foods (Saskatchewan)
1.

Have students work in small groups. Research local food in Saskatchewan, using the website resources provided in the Materials section. Plan meals for three days using only Saskatchewan grown food and the Canada
Food Guide's recommended amounts from the food groups. Plan for one girl and one boy, to give a picture of
what a teenager ought to eating to have sufficient and balanced nutrition. Search for recipes that can be used
to create meals and include these in their reports.

2.

Have students create a PowerPoint or other visual presentation to include:



Meal plans for three days, breakfast, lunch and dinner



The total distance that all the food in the meal plan would have to travel to their table



Contact information for the producers from whom products can be purchased



Cost of food



required foods for which they that they could not find local or Saskatchewan sources (perhaps dairy)

3. Debriefing: Discuss the exercise, for example:



What were the easiest / most difficult aspects of the exercise? Why?



Is it possible for youth to eat according the Canada Food Guide using primarily Saskatchewan food sources?
Why? Why not? What might be missing? What are the best choices and ways to access needed foods in order
to follow the national guidelines?



What are some benefits of supporting the local producers identified in this research and others?



What are some ways that your school can help support producers and ensure that children and youth are eating according to their nutrition needs?

4

Have students examine the food policies of their school division and create a presentation for the appropriate
authorities that includes a summary of their research findings and suggestions regarding how food policies
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can be adjusted to provide better nutrition within division schools and associated events (e.g. such as a Saskatchewan vegetable tray at a meeting), using Saskatchewan food resources as much as possible to follow
Canada’s Food Guide.
NOTES:
1.

Making a collection of easy-to-prepare recipes that use Saskatchewan food products may be a great way to
encourage youth to experiment with nourishing foods!

2.

Students could also look up a local farmers’ market and see if the produce that they have chosen is available
at the market. Many farmers’ markets have websites that list their vendors and the products they will be selling. It is also important to note that since fresh produce is sold at these markets, not all produce will be in season at the same time.

Chicken Cacciatore
Amy Jo Ehman’s recipe
Cut a chicken into serving pieces. If you’re buying chicken pieces, choose
those still on the bone. In a large frying pan, heat 2 tbsp. of vegetable oil.
Sprinkle the meat with salt and pepper. Brown the meat on all sides in hot oil.
Remove chicken from pan.
To the oil add 1 onion, 1 green pepper and 2 cloves of garlic, all chopped.
Sauté until soft. Pour on 1/2 cup of dry red wine [or grape juice with one tablespoon of vinegar] and simmer until it is almost evaporated, scraping up
any brown bits in the pan.
Add a mix of herbs to your taste: basil, oregano, thyme and/or rosemary. Return chicken to pan. Add 10 chopped tomatoes from the garden, fresh or
thawed. (Or 1 can of tomatoes and their juice.) Cook until all redness is gone
from the chicken and it is easy to slice.
Lastly, toss in a handful of chopped mushrooms. Serve the cacciatore sauce
on the pasta with a piece of chicken on the side.
Whole grain pasta is the best!
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Action Plan for Healthy Eating
Name_________________ Date________________

What In order to address the health opportunity and/or the health challenge, and/or develop strategies for
___________________________, my personal goal is to begin to __________________________ by
______________________________________.

How To meet my goal, I am going to
1.
2.
3.

Where

I will commit to ________________________every day for __________________ (time period).

I will begin ________________________________on _____________________ (date).
I will evaluate ______________________________ on ____________________ (date).
Between the start date and the evaluation date, I will check with my support person(s) on (check in dates):
_____________
_____________
_____________

When I will carry out my *commit self* action plan in such locations as ______________________.
Who I have asked to support me: ____________________________and __________________
(i.e., name of one or two people who are willing to fulfill the role of support person/people).

Signatures:
Student signature: ________________________________________
Support person(s) signature: ________________________________

Check-in Dates and Comments:

Evaluation Date and Comments:

Additional planning materials can be found online on the Ministry of Education website.
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NOTES
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